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	One of the most mysterious areas of information security is industrial system security.

	No other area of information security contains that many myths, mistakes, misconceptions

	and outright lies. Information available online, while voluminous, will

	only lead information security professionals and industrial systems professionals to

	more confusion and more misconceptions—which may result in not only costly, but

	also life-threatening, mistakes.


	What raises the mystery even higher is that the stakes in the area of industrial

	security are extremely high. While the loss of trade secret information may kill a

	business, the loss of electricity generating capability may kill not just one person,

	but potentially thousands.


	And finally the mystery is solved—with this well-researched book on industrial

	system network security.


	The book had a few parts of particular interest to me. I liked that the book covers

	the “myth of an air gap”—now in the age of wireless, the air gap is not what it used

	to be and should not be assumed to be “the absolute security.” I also liked that safety

	versus security is covered: industrial engineers might know more about the former

	while my InfoSec colleagues know more about the latter. Today’s interconnected

	industrial systems absolutely need both! Finally, I also liked the book’s focus on risk

	and impact, and not simply on following the regulatory minimum.


	Both information security and industrial engineers, which are currently two

	distinctly different tribes, would benefit from this book. And, hopefully Industrial

	Network Security will bring the much needed union of both tribes, thus helping us

	build a more secure business and industrial system.
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Getting Started with Oracle SOA B2B Integration: A Hands-On TutorialPackt Publishing, 2013

	Enterprises engaging in B2B communications with their trading partners are facing increased pressure to increase automation and reduce costs. Increased compliance requirements and globalization of economies is fueling B2B adoption in every industry. Gateway solutions in Oracle SOA B2B enable these enterprises to connect easily with external...
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C# Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
C# Primer Plus teaches the C# programming language and relevant parts of the .NET platform from the ground up, walking you through the basics of object-oriented programming, important programming techniques and problem solving while providing a thorough coverage of C#'s essential elements - such as classes, objects, data types, loops, branching...
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The Selfish Meme : A Critical ReassessmentCambridge University Press, 2004
'Distin's discussion is even-handed and informative for those wishing to update themselves on the current state of play in the field.' Scientific and Medical Network Review
'A model of clarity, the book's appeal is wide - from philosophers to sociologists, anyone interested in how cultures change will benefit from reading The Selfish Meme. Her...
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The Last VampireHodder Children's Books, 1994

	I am a vampire, and that is the truth. But the modern meaning of the word vampire, the stories that have been told about creatures such as I, are not precisely true. I do not turn to ash in the sun, nor do I cringe when I see a crucifix. I wear a tiny gold cross now around my neck, but only because I like it. I cannot command a pack of wolves...
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Mastering .NET Machine LearningPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Based on .NET framework 4.6.1, includes examples on ASP.NET Core 1.0
	
			Set up your business application to start using machine learning techniques
	
			Familiarize the user with some of the more common .NET libraries for machine learning
	
			Implement...
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Quicken 2004 for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Computerize your checkbook, track your stocks, bank online, and much more. When  money talks, you can tell it what to say. Quicken 2004 and this handy guidebook  will help you manage your bills, maximize investments, minimize taxes, multiply  savings, and maintain detailed financial records that will delight your tax  preparer—especially if...
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